
AUTOMATIC LICENSE PLATE  
RECOGNITION (ALPR) SOLUTIONS
Your Smart and Reliable Eye on the Roads

Quickly locating vehicles of interest is crucial for solving cases and preventing 
crime. But, without accurate data, you may be left relying solely on eyewitness 
accounts, which can slow down investigations. 

UScellular® ALPR solutions are your ally in speeding up this process. Our easy- 
to-deploy hardware, combined with a user-friendly platform delivers real-time  
notifications on vehicles of interest, helping you enhance public safety and  
maintain your community’s trust.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

70%
of crimes involve  
a motor vehicle1

33
the number of  

seconds between 
car thefts in  

the U.S.2

30%
of stolen vehicles 
are used in other 

crimes3

RESPOND FAST
Accelerate suspect identification by 

effortlessly toggling between views and 
applying filters to tailor data viewing.

INTERRUPT CRIME
Apprehend suspects easier with proactive 
vehicle and license plate alerts that arrive 
the moment a suspect vehicle is spotted.

UScellular® ALPR Benefits

FIND SUSPECTS
Narrow down suspects and resolve cases 

faster using filters such as plate, color, 
make and more to locate crucial evidence.

INSTALL EASILY
Stay ahead of threats by rapidly deploying 
or relocating our self-powered hardware 
to new crime hotspots within minutes.

ELIMINATE HASSLES
Get warranty, hardware, software,  

training and services up and running fast, 
bundled into one easy subscription fee.

MAINTAIN VIGILANCE
Get continuous surveillance that delivers 
clear, actionable data under any weather 

conditions, day or night.

https://business.uscellular.com/home/
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To learn more how our ALPR solutions can help you  
solve crimes faster visit our website

ALPR SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Are You Capturing All Necessary Vehicle Evidence?

The challenge of rapidly locating vehicles of interest is amplified 
when officer resources are limited. This increases the chances of 
criminals slipping through the cracks.

The UScellular ALPR vehicle-focused investigation tool is designed 
to provide you with critical vehicle data to significantly cut down  
the time and resources spent on chasing leads.

Capture vehicle type, color, make, model and license plate information 
from anywhere, regardless of weather conditions or time of day. 
Additionally, with its cloud-based software paired with battery and 
solar-powered hardware, there’s no need for on site power or extra 
infrastructure, making re-deployment quick and easy.  

Why UScellular for ALPR Solutions

Choosing UScellular is about more than just an ALPR solution. It’s 
about investing in a reliable partnership focused on delivering real 
value and peace of mind.

Our fast and dependable nationwide network and priority services 
are built to keep you connected, especially when it matters most.  
In areas other carriers ignore, we serve, ensuring you’re connected 
and operational even in the most remote and challenging locations. 
Also, unlike larger carriers, you’re not just getting a service,  
you’re gaining a trusted partner. Together, we can contribute  
to a safer community.

How License Plate Recognition Works

Vehicle Information is 
captured by the camera

Image and data is delivered 
via a web-based portal 

The data is securely sent 
via the UScellular Network

VEHICLE HOTLISTS
Receive immediate notifications  

by utilizing local hotlists or uploading  
your own, whenever there’s a hit on  

the suspect’s vehicle.

END-TO-END SECURITY
Get robust data security from hosting  

in a government-approved cloud,  
adhering to government information 

security standards

EXTENDED NETWORK
Stay ahead of criminals by connecting 
with local hotlists and the NCIC, going 

beyond your own camera data for  
a wider perspective.

Reduce Caseloads and Improve 
Clearance Rates with:
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